
Kang Chiao International School Linkou Campus Secondary School Department 

Parent Association Standing Committee Meeting Minutes 

Date/ Time: March 9, 2021 (Wednesday ) 10:00 a.m. -12:00 p.m. 

Venue: 7F, Middle School Building 

President: Yang Kuo-Tien 

Attendees: 12 （Yang Kuo-Tien, 廖副會長樺霈,陳副會長如儀,劉常委召崢,單常委湘蘭,蔡常委佩

芳,陳常委茂仁,林常委宏益,林常委嘉琪,侯常委秀穎,楊常委育佳,鄭常委富名) 

Apologies: 0 

Record: 楊育佳常委 

Agenda: 

I. President speech: 

All standing committee members are invited to discuss the proposals for each grade, and at the same 

time report your work duty based on your team assigned. 

II. Disscussion 

a. Proposals 

[G7 SP] 

1. The portion size of the meal varies greatly. We wonder whether the quality control is 

poor. 

2. Meals students got were cold. 

3. The seasoning of the meals is peculiar, and we hope meals can be seasoned in a way 

that is acceptable by the public. At present, many students throw away their lunches 

because they are unpalatable. Can schools use the amount of food waste to determine 

whether a manufacturer/contractor is suitable? 

4. Meals are undersized and do not contain fresh green nutritious vegetables. We 

recommend not substituting root or frozen vegetables for fresh vegetables. 

5. Chicken has a meaty smell. Photos do not match the actual meal. Vegetables have no 

taste. 

6. We would like to ask the school to regularly inspect the sanitation and food of the 

student restaurant, and whether the school can regularly inform parents of the 

inspection results. 



Resolution: Passed. If students encounter poor meals, they can raise it in time, so that the school 

can deal with it immediately. Besides, the related department should be aware of the matter.   

 [G8 SP] 

 We recommend that schools announce the results as soon as possible after the final exam and 

publish the list of make-up exams so that students can prepare for it. 

Resolution: Passed.  We will propose the matter to relevant departments for further discussion. 

[G9 IP] 

1. It is recommended that schools disclose GPA scores on transcripts for students’ and 

parents’ reference. 

Resolution: Passed.  We will propose the matter to relevant departments for further 

discussion. 

2. The awarding of awards in the last semester was too slow, it is suggested that the school 

can speed up the pace 

Resolution: Passed.  We will propose the matter to relevant departments for further 

discussion. 

  [G10 IP] 

1. Many people were injured in several cycling training sessions, but the school did not 

notify the parents immediately. After the students were injured, they did not call to 

care or contact the insurance company to deal with related matters. It is suggested that 

the school can take more care and set up a special window to be responsible for 

follow-up processing and contact.  

Resolution: Passed.  We will propose the matter to relevant departments for further 

discussion. 

2. Personal college counseling service could start in Grade 10. 

Resolution: Passed.  We will propose the matter to relevant departments for further 

discussion. 

III. Provisional motion: 

None 

IV. Dismissal 

 

  



 


